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Important Dates for 
March:

➢ 3/8-3/12 STAR Testing

➢ 3/8-3/26 PTO 
Fundraiser 

➢ 3/11/21 Chick-Fil-A 
Spirit Night at 5:00

➢ 3/12- End of Quarter 3

➢ 3/15-3/19 Spring Break!

Kingsway Elementary School 
March 2021

Letter from your Principals:

This month we are focusing on being mindful. Let’s take a 
second to pause, breathe, and take in everything around 
us the world has to offer. We are encouraging our 
students and staff to look within themselves and find 
balance. We know how busy life can be and learning to be 
more mindful can help our well-being. It helps us tune in 
with our feelings and allow us to move forward. We can’t 
worry about the future but simply remember to live in 
the moment. We enjoy living in the moment with our 
Cougar Leaders and are grateful for their presence in 
our school. They truly create the happiness we need. We 
challenge you to complete the mindful calendar below. 

We hope everyone enjoys their spring break. We can’t wait to see our 
cougar leaders back on March 22nd. Stay safe and remain healthy. As 
always, thank you for ALL that you do to share in our success. We 

appreciate your continued support.



Test taking Tips for Parents
As you know, Florida State Assessment (FSA) grades 3-
8 are quickly approaching. Parents, please pay 
attention to the dates when your child will be testing (a 
calendar will be coming home shortly). Below you will 
find a general list of dates for each test. Specific dates 
for each test will be sent home closer to the testing 
day. Although these tests are important, there are 
ways to help your student minimize stress and maximize 
performance throughout the testing process. 
Talk about the test at home. Encourage your child to do 
his or her best but not to stress about them.
Give words of encouragement. Remind your child that he 
or she has been preparing for this all year. They are 
ready!
Have your child get a good night’s rest. Rest is 
important in having people feel their best.
Eat a good breakfast. Students who are full can focus 
easier and longer than students who are hungry.
Get your child to school on time. Students, who feel 
rushed to get to school, start their day with anxiety 
and anxiety leads to frustration and poorer test 
performance.
Make sure that students have everything they need and 
please follow all instructions. Students should only be 
allowed to bring what they are asked to.

Cougar Pride  

SPECIAL TESTING EDITION



Test taking Tips for Students
Students, you must also remember your testing days and 
which tests you will be taking on that day. If you are not 
sure, talk to your teacher. 
First be sure that you have studied properly and followed all 
your teacher’s instructions on your test preparation. It 
sounds like a no-brainer, but if you are sure of the 
information, you’ll have less reason to be worried.
Get enough sleep the night before the test. Your memory 
recall will be much better if you’ve had enough rest. In a 
scientific study, it was found that people who get enough 
sleep before doing a math test did better than those who 
stayed up all night studying.
Listen closely to any instructions. As the teacher hands out 
the test, be sure you know what’s expected of you.
Focus on addressing each question individually. As you take 
the test, if you don’t know the answer, don’t stress over it. 
Instead, answer the best way you can or skip the question 
and come back to it after you have answered other questions. 
Relax. If you are too nervous you will blank out. During a 
test, if you blank out on something and start to get tense, it 
suddenly becomes much more difficult to remember.
Finished already? It is usually a good idea to spend any extra 
time checking over your work. You can also add details that 
you may have thought that you had no time for. On the other 
hand, if you have 5 to 10 minutes before the end of the test 
and you are still writing, quickly and calming finish whatever 
you are working on without panicking.

Have a great attitude! 
You can do it,  COUGAR LEADERS!

KEEP CALM AND TEST ON

SPECIAL TESTING EDITION



FRE 
March Family Fun on St. Patrick's Day

Lucky Charms- start your day with a BIG bowl of Lucky 

Charms! Ask your child to pick out all the shamrocks and eat 
them first or save them all until the end.

Modified Easter Egg hunt- Bring it back a little early this 
year! Hide some gold wrapped chocolate coins      around the 
house and let your child find them. Make sure they find them 
before your pets do!

Make Leprechaun Artwork- Children are SO creative, so let 
their imagination go to work. Get enough GREEN supplies (felt, 
markers, glitter, tissue paper) and Watch them create a 
leprechaun or shamrock form their imagination.

Dress Irish- This could mean anything from wearing anything 
green or dying your hair. Have fun! There are great things to 
find for little to no money.

Green Food- This is a great way to celebrate all day! Add a 
little food coloring to your child's dishes.

For some added laughter, here are some riddles:
How can you spot a jealous shamrock?

It will be green with envy!
What do you call a big Irish spider?

Paddy long legs!
What happens if you cross poison ivy with a four-leaf clover?

You get a rash of good luck!

#theKESCougarway! 



Thank you to all the families that completed the Annual 
Title 1 Parent Survey! Over 220 surveys were competed 
and students received LIVE school points. The survey 
results will be posted to our website in the near future.

The winning classes for the popcorn party are:
Kindergarten-Ms. Croce
First Grade-Mrs. Burton
Second Grade-Ms. Killian
Third Grade-Mr. Green

Fourth Grade-Dr. Cavucci
Fifth Grade-Mrs. Grossano

CD-Mrs. Liszak and Mrs. Jurowicz

Please take a moment to visit the FRE and Family 
Engagement tab for updates. As well as the Title 1 tab 
that contains valuable information such as our school 
grade, Parent and Family Engagement Plan, school 
improvement form and much more.

If you have any questions please feel free to email or call me.

emilee.gartner@yourcharlotteschools.net
941-255-7590 ext. 323

FRE CONTINUED….



KINDERGARTEN
What a great start for 2021 it has been. We continue to 

work on our sight words. Are you reviewing these words in 
your Popcorn Book each night with your child? Remember, our 
goal for the end of the year is to be able to read 100 words! 

Congratulations to Jace P., Tris, and Cadence for being 
the first friends to be able to read all the words. Who will be 
next to add their name to the Popcorn Word Wall?

We are also becoming great mathematicians! We have 
started to learn to add to 10 and soon will begin to learn to 
subtract! Wow!
Can you believe we have been in school for 100 days? We were 
able to celebrate this milestone with many learning activities, 
including eating a special 100 day cupcake. Ask your child about 
the fun.

We would like to shout out a big “Thank You!” to our 
parents for their support in helping us celebrate Valentine’s 
Day by sending in the beautiful hearts. Covid has taught us 
many things, and one of them is being flexible.

Proud to L.E.A.D. 

The Kindergarten Team:
Ms. Croce, Mrs. Crumrine, Mrs. James, & Ms. O’Connor 



1ST GRADE 
Hello first-grade families!

We had a wonderful Valentine's Day with our students! It was 
filled with love and sweetness! We look forward to an awesome 
remainder of the school year. Here are some skills our students have 
been learning recently:

In Language Arts, we have continued working on weekly spelling 
words, comprehension skills (author's purpose, drawing conclusions, 
cause and effect, identifying key details in a text), and working on 
reading fluency.

In Science, we are continuing to work daily on the "Moment of 
Science" and write journal entries focused on a daily science inquiry 
word (observe, infer, measure, etc.). We just began our unit on Earth's 
surface, where students are learning about the living and nonliving 
things found on the surface of Earth (rocks, minerals, soil, water). We 
are also learning about slow and fast changes to land.

In Social Studies, we are focusing on famous leaders of our 
country, and focusing heavily on George Washington and Abraham 
Lincoln to celebrate President's Day!

In Math, we have been working on solving both addition and 
subtraction equations using various strategies, counting to 120, and 
identifying/understanding tens and ones.

If you're looking for ways for your child to continue learning from 
home, here are some suggestions☺

*Sight Word Games (spell sight words in shaving cream, finger 
paint sight words, etc.).
*Log on to Freckle, ReadingEggs, or MyON
(simply log on to ClassLink from 
www.yourcharlotteschools.net and students
can get to these programs!)

Thank you for your continued support!
Proud to Lead,
Ms. Mentzer, Mrs. Burton, Ms. Reeves, and Ms. Parsley ☺

Strive for 5 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.yourcharlotteschools.net%2F&data=04%7C01%7Ckalee.joiner%40yourcharlotteschools.net%7Ccc4befb63fbf417cba4008d8cf72b8b3%7Caf24126fec6b4278bcfd687f209870d6%7C0%7C0%7C637487438928192375%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=aiKaMCZIW8AusbQ7i433pSEGMdN2uZ3oPa4lOL69bzY%3D&reserved=0
http://www.yourcharlotteschools.net/


2nd GRADE

Hello Second Grade families,

Looking ahead for academics: 
In reading, we are continuing to work on cause/effect, 

fact/opinion, and plot/theme. Continuing to compare and 
add/subtract three digits is what we’re working on in math. 
For science, we are reviewing earth science, force and 
motion, and matter. In social studies, we are learning about 
treating everyone fairly, government, rights and 
responsibilities.

Reminders: Continue to work on tying shoes and double 
knotting. Keep practicing basic math facts to 20. Fluency is 
important when adding and subtracting three digits. Be sure 
to check binders/planners nightly for homework and any 
other important information. Be sure to clean out binders 
regularly. 

Don’t forget Spring Break is March 15-19. We hope you enjoy 
your break! See you back on March 22, no later than 8:40.

Love,
Mrs. Garn, Mrs. Giglio, Ms. Killian, Mrs. Mut

Strive for 5 



3RD GRADE
Wow!  We are shocked at how fast this year is passing.  

Our third graders are working hard to prepare for our FSA 
testing!  This is very important for our students to help 
prepare to be successful on the test.  

We are currently working on comparing and contrasting 
texts along and identifying the important vocabulary in those 
passages. We are also working in our Coach books and Wordly
Wise in ELA.  Please remember to have your child reading 
nightly, this is so important for their fluency.

In math, we have learned how to find the area and 
perimeter of regular and irregular shapes.  We have also 
learned about quadrilateral and their attributes.  Soon, we 
will be working in our measurement and data unit along with 
fractions!  Please continue to practice your multiplication 
facts nightly.  This is so important for their third grade year 
and their future.  

Also, please remember that attendance is so important, 
arriving on time and remaining at school the entire day is 
crucial for student success.  We also ask that your child comes 
to school with a clean mask in their backpack, 
just in case the one they are wearing becomes 
dirty.  As always, thank you for your 
continuous support. ☺

The Third Grade Team:

Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Fletchall, Mr. Green, Mrs. Hurley

Strive for 5 



Can you believe that it is March already? Semester 1 has come 
and gone and Semester 2 is well underway. We have been busy in 
January and February. In math, our fourth graders have been 
working on division as well as finding area and perimeter.  We are 
currently working on fractions. Please make sure that our students 
take a few minutes every day to practice those multiplication facts! 
It makes division and fractions so much easier.

In ELA, our learning in January and February has focused on 
researching, comparing two different text and various text 
structures. We are continuing to work hard to improve our essay 
writing.  Please continue to read with your child every day. Fourth 
graders love to listen to a good book being read. Take turns reading a 
chapter each evening before bed. Please provide a time and space 
where the students can do their nightly homework. Take a minute to 
check your child’s homework and planner each evening and review 
what they have done in class that day.

We will wrap up our Rocks and Minerals unit this month. Students 
have learned the difference between erosion and weathering. They 
understand that weathering is what “breaks” up rocks and erosion is 
what “moves” rocks.

Please help your child to remember to wear their
mask correctly covering both their mouth and nose 
while they are here at school. Make sure that your 
child has a mask that is a correct fit. We thank you 
for keeping your child at home if they are experiencing any 
symptoms that might be Covid 19 symptoms. We are trying to do all 
we can to make Kingsway a safe and effective learning environment 
for your child. 

Thank you!

The Fourth Grade Team:
Mrs. Byrd, Dr. Cavucci, Mrs. Spelman, Mrs. Umbras

Cougar Pride  
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February has been a month full of continued learning, 
engagement, and collaboration within all 5th grade 
classrooms. Students have been completing Middle of the Year 
testing for the district and have been working very hard to 
show their improvement from the beginning of the year! 

In math, students continue to work on their 100 Days of 
FSA spiral review, Math 4 Today, and are beginning to learn 
all about division of unit fractions and multiplication and 
division of fractions in word problems.  In Science we are 
investigating the weather and the water cycle. We will soon be 
learning all about climate as well!  In ELA students are 
working hard on understanding good test taking practices, 
improving their academic vocabulary, generating informative 
and opinion writing, and analyzing point of view. 

Students continue to work toward meeting their Words 
Read goals and earning AR points through continued reading 
of fiction and nonfiction literature on their level. In Social 
Studies, we are exploring the American Revolution. We are so 
proud of all that students have accomplished so far. While we 
are looking forward to spring break in a few weeks, we also 
want to make sure that all students come to school each day 
motivated and ready to learn! Thank you all for your support 
from home and for your continued engagement in your child’s 
education.
- The Fifth Grade Team

Cougar Pride  
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Cougar Pride  

ESE
Reading a text has two parts, being able to say the words and being 
able to understand what they mean. To be a fluent reader, students 
need both of these parts. Last month, we talked about decoding using 
the following strategies: Eagle Eye, Lips the Fish, Flippy Dolphin, 
Chunky Monkey, and Skippy Kangaroo. This month’s is about context 
clues strategies to help your student understand the words on the page. 
Please help your students with these strategies while they read and 

they will become more independent.
Context Clues Strategies:

Definition: The word’s meaning is explained in the sentences around it. 
Ex: Thomas is learning about chemistry, the study of protons and 
neutrons.  Chemistry means the study of protons and neutrons.

Example: An example of the word is given within or after the sentence 
with the difficult word.
Ex: Thomas has an ambitious goal to win the Nobel Peace Prize for 
chemistry. Ambitious means difficult to achieve. 

Inference: The word’s definition is not explained, but there are clue 
words in the sentences around it. 
Ex: It was the first warm, sunny day in months; perfect for a walk. So 
Thomas ambled to the bookstore to buy his textbooks. Amble means to 
take a relaxing walk.

Synonym: Other words are used in the sentence that have a similar 
meaning. Signal words for this clue are: and, like, as
Ex: Thomas was ecstatic and overjoyed about his good grades. Ecstatic 
means to be really happy about something. 

Antonym: The word is clarified by giving the opposite meaning. Signal 
words for this clue are: whereas, unlike, ‘as opposed to.’ 
Ex: Thomas excels at chemistry, as opposed to biology, which he is 
failing. Excels means to do well in something.

Happy Reading and Best Regards, 
Kingsway ESE team
Cara, Christa, Darlene, and Ginny  



SPECTACULAR SPECIALS SPOTLIGHT
The special area team is unique, as we each do our best to enrich each child’s 
educational experience by providing lessons in our field of expertise. We have 
briefly highlighted what students are working on while attending their special 
area classes.  

STEM
Students continue to work hard in STEM 
Lab.  Upper grades recently studied the 
basic human body systems (skeletal, 
muscular, nervous, respiratory, 
circulatory, digestive, and excretory.) 
and worked to create a classifying map.  
I was so impressed with their effort 
since this wasn’t a typical science 
activity.  It was a great way to build 
background knowledge though!  The 
following week, students applied what 
they learned to an experiment testing 
their nervous system.  STEM Lab was 
buzzing as students tried catching a 
meter stick using their visual and 
auditory systems.
Younger grades explored objects in the 
day and night sky, weather, and clouds.
Keep up the good work Cougars!

ART
Art will be finishing the playing 
cards project next week. They look 
great! We are going to start learning 
and experimenting with contemporary 
art by Robin Mead. We will be using 
methods such as foreground, middle 
ground, and background to create a 
layered landscape.
I want to thank all the students, 
staff, and families for welcoming me 
into the art world. I look forward to 
learning with the students and helping 
them deepen their knowledge of art!

MEDIA
Media sponsored our first virtual online 
book fair. The “Wheelie” Good Book Fair 
helped out students discover new books, 
complete series, find new favorite 
characters, and more! Ms. Krueger is 
extremely grateful to all the students and 
their families for their support. Thank 
you!

In the beginning of March we will be 
celebrating Read Across America and Dr. 
Seuss’ birthday. We can’t wait to see our 
students’ Kingsway spirit as many 
activities will involves some type of dress 
up days. 

Media is continuing to help out students 
build a love of literacy. Each week the 
students visit the media to hear read 
alouds and engage in a variety of 
activities. While in media students also 
self-select books for their own reading 
pleasure. Ms. K sure enjoys having the 
Kingsway Cougars in the library!



We are lucky to have such wonderful students in the communication 
disorders classes! 

In Ms. Dumont’s class, we are working on our reading fluency and 
how to compare and contrast parts of a text. We have also been 
working hard on addition and subtraction! We are experts on the 
states of matter and are excited to learn about sounds, pushes and 
pulls!

In Mrs. Graddy’s class, we have been learning about the 
importance of using pictures in a story to help us be better readers.

Ms. Hohmann’s & Mrs. Liszak’s students have been learning about 
point of view and word meaning and working in math on line plots, 
division with fractions, and equal areas. We have studied and 
practiced social skills such as personal space, coping strategies, and 
showing kindness.

Mrs. Jurowicz’s students have been learning about describing 
connections of ideas in a text, comparing two texts and cause-and-
effect relationships. We continue to find the area and perimeter of 
shapes, compare numbers and solve word problems involving 
multiplication and division. In social skills, students have been 
identifying ways they have grown and changed during this school 
year.

In Miss Litman’s classroom, we have been learning about 
contractions, drawing conclusions, and common vowel teams. In math 
we have worked on comparing two sets of objects to find how many 
more or fewer one set is compared to the other. We have also worked 
on subtraction within 100. We continue to discuss how to show empathy 
for others.

Mrs. Mason’s friends are learning from Teach Town, Reading 
Eggs, Math Seeds, I-Ready, Reading Street and Freckle. In our room, 
we are learning about the life cycle of a butterfly. We have 5 
caterpillars who are now in Stage 4 (the pupa stage).

In Miss Ulrich’s classroom, has been learning how to add three 
numbers together by using ten frames. In ELA we have learned about 
contractions and comparing two texts. We have also been discussing 

what it means to be kind and responsible.

Cougar Pride  
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FORTIFYFL
FortifyFL is a suspicious 
activity reporting tool 
that allows individuals to 
submit tips concerning 
unsafe, potentially 
harmful, dangerous, 
violent, or criminal 
activities and threats. 
That information goes 
immediately and directly to 
appropriate law 
enforcement agencies and 
school officials.

REMIND
Cougar Families,
Please do not forget about 
our Remind App.  This free 
service let Kingsway 
Elementary send quick one-
way messages via test to 
your cell phone.  We can 
stay in touch while keeping 
your personal contact 
information private.  We 
use this app to communicate 
many things like spirit 
nights, event reminders, 
and even things like rainy 
day dismissal notifications.  

PTO
Meeting Schedule:
April 13th at 6pm
May 11th at 6pm

*Come join us to learn about KES*
Why?  The more parents are involved 
in school, the more informed they will 
become.  Parent involvement is 
directly linked to student success.  



School Webpage
http://www.yourcharlotteschools.net
Kingway Elementary School

KINGSWAY ELEMENTARY 
23300 Quasar Blvd.
Port Charlotte, FL  

Phone: (941) 255-7590
Fax:     (941) 255-7591

Proud to Lead

The mission of Kingsway Elementary School 
is to provide a safe, student-centered learning 

environment that empowers students to 
become responsible, lifelong learners. 

Kristina Kelch
Principal

Melody Hazeltine
Assistant Principal

Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/Kingsway
ElementarySchool        


